ETHEREUM APEX
Ethereum Apex $eAPEX is a community token created on the Ethereum network.
eAPEX is for people who love the climb and don’t just stare at the mountains but move
towards the top for the best views. The development team has carefully constructed
tokenomics that rewards holders and creates a rising price floor, making the trip to the
APEX easier with every passing moment. Extensive marketing is made through the
use of influencers and have already been put into place prior to launch . The team will
continue to bring new holders and opportunities for visibility through CEX listings and
marketing campaigns. There comes a time in life where you decide you need to change
your altitude.
Anti Bot Measures
We only want real people climbing to the APEX with us. Bots will just weigh us down
from scaling through the climb aggressively. In order to prevent bots from trying to
steal our supply we have set buy limits. Blacklisted an extensive list of bots before
launch. Additionally we are taking measures to reserve the contract to only people
within our official groups, at the time we deploy and start our climb.
Anti bot measures include :
Contract Scrambling - Releasing Decoy Contracts to make it harder to sniff out the
real contract wehn liquidity is being added
High Tax - Essentially buying and selling on a rapid level will essentially take out 60%
of their investment, so the taxing system will discourage any quick level profits.
Tokenomics
-Supply 1,000,000,000,000 eApex Tokens

-15% distributed to holders, the abundant distribution rewards the holders who are
willing to go all the way the most. Off of every buy or sell your travel bag increases,
giving you more goods to enjoy at the top.
-15% burned forever, this increases the price floor with every transaction allowing us
to not fall too far too far down from our current climb before scaling the mountain
once again
-These tokenomics have been carefully selected from past experience and testing to
ensure we provide the best tokenomics for our holders to enjoy their position and
for no one to be able to hold us back from the APEX.
We have aggregated protocols that have proven to work to ensure that HODLers are
rewarded via the 15% redistribution from any Buy/Sell. This will also mean that the
high tax will ensure there are less sellers. We don't just quit halfway through, we APEX
it.
Climbing Team
Our team consists of professionals who all have experience in running projects, not
only within the blockchain but within the real world as well. Our development has
tested many tokenomic styles and has picked the best one in order for everyone in the
community to enjoy the climb and to be as profitable as possible. Our marketing team
consists of digital marketers, human behaviour specialties, influencers and
relationship managers. With this being stated the team will deploy a variety of
marketing initiatives being mindful of timing as we want to ensure we don’t utilize all
of our resources as the climb requires reserves for when the mountain gives us more
challenges. There is current moderation consisting of team mods from multiple time
zones and the core team who will present main announcements and fuel for the
climb. We are constantly looking to grow and have the reserve to take on new talented
climbers who can help lead the way.

Mountain Marketing
Our team has already put in place effective marketing and promotion through
influencers and other social channels that will roll out on launch. With that being said
as the team continues to roll out our strategic marketing plan it’s important that the
community engages and does their part to bring other climbers into our community.
We have marketing initiatives to help motivate our holders to bring on other members
to our climbing trip. The team also has connections to forward marketing plans that

usually take quite a bit of time as we have partners that understand the value of our
projects. Effective marketing on all levels can as they say “move mountains”.

Dare to Develop
The team will continue to develop the project as it grows, we understand that it would
be nice to be the biggest mountain that everyone dared to climb. In order to do that
the team is constantly consulting on the continued direction. The community will play
a huge role in guiding the climb to where it is that we want to go. Some ideas in
discussion are supporting climbers in funding real climbing trips. We also discussed
partnerships with other tokens and utility to continue growth. As we proceed
development and opportunities will continue to be top of mind and time and support
will make all the difference on our adventure.
Where to BUY?
As of launch the only way to join our adventure is through uniswap. You will need
ethereum or wrapped ethereum to transfer it to eAPEX. Additionally you can convert
any other of your ERC-20 tokens to eAPEX. Please ensure slippage of around 35% with
the tokenomics totalling at 30% per transaction a larger slippage will allow for your
transaction to be successful. Please feel free to reach out to any of the team through
our Telegram chat and we can help you if you are having issues.
Disclaimer : Please invest with due diligence. This is merely information about the project and should
not be taken as investment advice.

Lets Apex with $eApex

